The “WALLOON INVESTS”

YOUR DIRECT PARTNERS FOR YOUR FINANCING NEEDS

The so-called “Walloon Invests” are active across Wallonia and operate as mixed capital (public/private) investment and financing companies. They provide access to diversified and flexible financing solutions tailored to the needs of your business.

Diversify your sources of financing
The Walloon Invests have a robust financial structure. As sustainable and reliable partners, they complement the private financial sector to implement your projects.

Proven expertise
The Walloon Invests have contributed significantly to the creation of vital hubs in historical industrial areas, in particular in the field of life sciences, mechanical engineering and digital intelligence.

Finance your innovations
With investment funds specialised in financial support for spin-off, spin-out and other innovative companies. This is done in partnership with Wallonia universities and research centres.

Support for the new economy
Under the ‘Digital Wallonia strategy 2019-2024’, economic projects in the new economy receive guidance and support from the Walloon Invests, particularly through tailored financing solutions.